
Animals Including Humans: Amount of Nutrition
Aim: Success Criteria: Resources:
Identify that animals, including humans, 
need the right amount of nutrition in the 
context of identifying differences and 
similarities related to simple scientific 
processes by grouping animals according 
to their diets.

I can compare and group animals by their 
diet.

I can explain what the right amount of 
nutrients are.

I can explain at least one consequence of 
eating the wrong amount of nutrients.

I can identify similarities and differences 
related to scientific processes.

Lesson Pack
Scissors

Glue sticks

Key/New Words: Preparation:
Plants, animals, humans, food, nutrition, 
food groups, nutrients, vitamins, minerals, 
proteins, carbohydrates, fibre, water, fats, 
repair, digest.

Nutrients Needed By Humans Activity 
Sheet - 1 per child.

Nutrient Needs Activity Sheet - 1 per child

Prior Learning: Children will have identified food groups and types of nutrition in Lesson 1.
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Taskit
Researchit: Which foods contain the most amount of protein? What about carbohydrates and fats?

Readit: Read the nutrient content of your meal and compare it with that of your pet (or favourite animal).

Learning Sequence

Food Groups Vs Types Of Nutrients: Children discuss similarities and differences between the Food 
Groups pie chart and Types Of Nutrients pyramid. Why do we need to group foods at all? Why can’t we 
just eat what we like? Elicit that the amount, as well as type of nutrients we eat is important.

What About Water? Explain how water can be obtained from both drinking and eating food.

Nutrients Needed By Humans:  Model how to divide up a pie chart for the six types of nutrients we get 
from food. Children divide their own pie chart using the Nutrients Needed By Humans Activity Sheet. 

Right Amount Of Nutrients For Humans: Is this similar to pie chart you created? Did you expect the pie 
chart to look like this? Why? Why not? 

What About Vitamins, Minerals and Fibre? Use this to explain how only small amounts of these nutrients 
are needed but they are still vital.
We Need To Eat Lots Of Fat! Review the nutrient pie chart and explain that not all fats are the same. 
Saturated and Unsaturated Fats: Read information about saturated and unsaturated fats.

Sort Saturated and Unsaturated Fats: Children sort foods into saturated and unsaturated fats categories.
Same Or Different Amounts of Nutrition? Children match the animal and their nutrient pie chart. Correct 
if necessary. What are the similarities and differences between the amounts of nutrients needed by 
different types of animals?

Nutrient Needs: Nutrient Needs Activity Sheet.

Children to cut out and 
sort food into the main 
nutrient categories.

Children to answer 
questions by 
comparing and 
contrasting the 
nutritional needs of a 
human and a dog. 

Children to answer 
questions by 
comparing and 
contrasting the 
nutritional needs of 
a human, a cat and a 
parrot.

Parrot Diet? Discuss question Could you be healthy eating the same diet as a parrot? Scribe answers 
into the table and model how to use these to come to a conclusion.


